ABSTRACT Thomson et al (1995) carried out a time-series analysis of energetic particle uxes measured by Ulysses and Voyager 2 and concluded that solar g mode oscillations had been detected. The approach is based on nding signi cant peaks in spectra using a statistical F-test. Using three sets of 2048 hourly averages of Ulysses magnetic eld magnitude data, and the same multitaper spectral estimation techniques, we obtain on average 9 coincidences with the lines listed in Thomson et al (1995). We could not reject the hypothesis that the F-test peaks we obtained are uniformly distributed, and further statistical computations show that a sequence of uniformly distributed lines generated on the frequency grid, would have on average 9 coincidences with the lines of Thomson et al (1995). Further, we nd that time series generated from a model with a smooth spectrum of the same form as derived from the Ulysses magnetic eld magnitude data, and having no true spectral lines above 2 Hz, when subjected to the multitaper F-tests, gives rise to essentially the same number of`identi ed' lines and coincident frequencies as found with our Ulysses data. We conclude that our average 9 coincidences with the lines found by Thomson et al (1995) can arise by mechanisms wholly unconnected with the existence of real physical spectral lines, and hence nd no rm evidence that g-modes can be detected in our sample of magnetic eld data.
INTRODUCTION
carried out a time-series analysis of energetic particle uxes measured by Ulysses and Voyager 2 and concluded that spectral lines, which the authors identi ed with previously undetected solar g | or gravity | mode oscillations, had been detected. The potential importance of this discovery, if con rmed, would be extremely high, since it raises fundamental questions concerning the generation and transport of highly coherent, discrete wave modes in the solar wind (e.g., Gough 1995; Ladbury 1995) .
The same study also detected p | or pressure | mode oscillations, which agreed well with previously established optically-derived results. Clearly then the spectrum analysis method used for detecting spectral lines, the multitaper method (Thomson 1982; Percival and Walden 1993) , is able to corroborate other evidence. Another example of its power in this regard is the detection of the solar equatorial rotation frequency of the Sun, and its harmonics, from data recorded by the magnetometer on the Ulysses spacecraft at solar mid-latitudes (Denison et al 1998) .
If we have data and no a priori knowledge of where we might expect spectral lines, line tests can be carried out at a large number of frequencies, and many false positives will result; to ameliorate false positives Thomson et al (1995) thus sought the same (within a bin width) spectral line frequency in di erent data sets. As a result of this procedure more than 30 line frequencies were identi ed.
The surprising ndings of Thomson et al (1995) | hereafter TML | led Riley and Sonett (1996) to analyse interplanetary magnetic eld and plasma data, and Hoogeveen and Riley (1998) to analyse plasma data, using the same multitaper spectrum analysis technique as used by TML. They carried out various analyses and concluded that the lines found cannot be identi ed with solar g-modes.
In this paper we carry out an analysis of Ulysses magnetic eld data using the same statistical techniques as TML, namely multitaper F-tests, and then use further statistical methods to draw conclusions about the results, and in particular about the possible presence of solar g-modes. Our approach is to see whether mechanisms wholly unconnected with the existence of real physical spectral lines can produce essentially the same number of apparent lines, and frequencies coincident with TML, as found with our Ulysses data.
We use three time series of 2048 hourly averages of the magnitude of the magnetic eld: (i) from 00.00, day 251 of 1995 to 08.00, day 336 of 1995; (ii) from 04.00, day 362 of 1995 to 12.00, day 82 of 1996; (iii) from 12.00, day 82 of 1996 to 20.00, day 167 of 1996. Times are measured in UT (`universal time') with the magnitudes given in nanoteslas (nT). Since the data consist of hourly averages the sample interval is t = 3600s, and the Nyquist frequency is f (N ) = 1=(2 t) = 1=7200Hz or 138.89 Hz. Section 2 describes the multitaper F-testing for spectral lines for each of the three time series. Using a 95% signi cance level to identify lines, as done by TML, from our three time series we obtained 11, 9 and 12 lines coincident with those listed in Table 2 of TML. However, the presence of the fundamental solar rotation frequency and its harmonics are not in question (e.g., Denison et al 1998) so in the remainder of this paper we concentrate on frequencies between 2 Hz and 138.89 Hz. Discounting coincidences with the solar rotation frequency and its harmonics, i.e., looking only above 2 Hz, leads to 10, 8 and 9 coincidences with the 32 lines at frequencies above 2 Hz listed in Table 2 of TML. However, we could not reject the hypothesis that the F-test peaks are uniformly distributed, and statistical computations in Section 3 show that a sequence of lines, uniformly generated on the frequency grid between 2 Hz and 138.89 Hz, would have on average about 9 coincidences with the 32 lines of TML, thus suggesting these numbers of coincident frequencies have no particular physical signi cance. However, we need to be able to explain the reason for the observed rate of occurrence of identi ed lines. We show in Section 4 that time series generated from a model with a smooth spectrum of the same form as derived from the Ulysses magnetic eld magnitude data, and having no true spectral lines above above 2 Hz, when subjected to the multitaper F-tests, gives rise to essentially the same number of apparent lines and coincident frequencies as found with our Ulysses data. Our conclusions follow in Section 5.
MULTITAPER ESTIMATION FOR ULYSSES DATA
The three 2048 point datasets we use in this paper were obtained from the Ulysses spacecraft over the times given in the Introduction. These sequences were chosen because they have no missing values and are from the northern pass of the spacecraft when there were no signi cant solar`events' (i.e. corotating interacting regions or coronal mass ejections).
The raw datasets are given in Fig. 1 Hz= 0:34 Hz. Since the number of tapers must not exceed this product we used 4 discrete prolate spheroidal data tapers.
For each dataset we computed the F-statistic at n = 16148 grid points from 2 Hz to the Nyquist frequency, f (N ) = 138:89 Hz; this corresponds to a frequency spacing of f = 0:0085 Hz. We denote this grid of frequencies by the symbol ; for future convenience. Details of the formulation of the F-statistic are not given here, but may be found in Thomson (1982) or Percival and Walden (1993) . TML took as possibly signi cant spectral lines those frequencies with an F-statistic which was signi cant at the 95% level and which occured within 0:2 Hz in many (> 3) of the 13 datasets they used.
Using the 95% level, in each of our three series we found a similar number of peaks, that is 109, 116 and 100. Out of these peaks, as mentioned previously, we obtained 10, 8 and 9 coincidences with the 32 spectral lines above 2 Hz that are given in Table 2 of TML, with coincidences deemed to occur if line frequencies are within 0.2 Hz of each other. Fig. 2 shows our signi cant F-test spectral peaks and the frequencies of the 32 lines above 2 Hz that are given in Table 2 of TML.
We carried out two tests of the hypothesis that the occurrence of our F-test peaks are uniformly distributed over the interval 2,139.89] Hz. Figure 3 gives Q-Q plots (or quantile-quantile plots) for all three series. This provides a graphical test for uniformity, rst sorting the peak frequencies into ascending order (`empirical quantile') and plotting these values against the expected position of each peak if they were generated from a uniform distribution (`theoretical quantile'). The three series give three slightly di erent results, as would be expected from randomness, but all cluster around the thick solid (45degree) line which would indicate a perfect t (but cannot be obtained from an empirical sample). No strong departure from uniformity is indicated.
We also carried out a more formal Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Pearson and Hartley, 1972 ; see the Appendix) from which we could not reject the null hypothesis that the peaks were uniformly generated; the modi ed statistic values for the datasets (i)-(iii) were 0.803, 0.776 and 0.501 respectively, with the 95% signi cance level being at 1.358.
COINCIDENCES WITH RANDOMLY GENERATED F-TEST PEAKS
In Section 2 we could not reject the hypothesis that our F-test peaks from the Ulysses data are uniformly generated over the frequency grid (which is a contraindication of real physical structures). Hence, we ought to be able to show that synthetic sequences of uniformly generated frequencies have the same number of coincidences with the TML lines as we observed with our Ulysses data. We now show this to be the case.
Throughout this section we use the standard statistical convention of denoting random variables using upper case letters and xed constants by lower case ones.
Suppose that we have a sequence of M locations of peaks fX i ; i = 1; :::; Mg generated uniformly on ; the grid of n = 16; 148 frequency points where the F-test was computed in Section 2. The number of peaks M is controlled by a constant (> 0:5) with the probability of a peak being present at a given location taken as (1? ). We can think of as the signi cance level of the test, if each test is independent, so if = 0:95 then there is a 1 in 20 chance of a peak being present at any one of the set of frequencygrid locations. Thus M follows a binomial distribution with parameters n and 1 ? .
This sets up a model of the situation in the previous section with the assumption that the F-test peaks found in the real data come from a discrete uniform distribution on . This is not an unreasonable assumption because uniformity in the distribution of the peaks could not be discounted using the standard Q-Q and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.
Consider now another xed sequence of L peak location points, fy j ; j = 1; :::; Lg:
This sequence of locations represents those line frequencies found by TML.
We wish to know the distribution of the number of coincidences between these two sequences where a coincidence is de ned to have occurred if jX i ? y j j < d f for some i; j and d is a postive integer. De ning the random variables Z 1 ; : : :; Z L so that Z j = 1 if y j is coincident with at least one X i ; and Z j = 0 otherwise, we note that the conditional probability of no`coincidences' at that line frequency with any of m random uniforms on is P(Z j = 0jM = m) = We can now determine the probability that none of the X i are coincident with y j , i.e., P(Z j = 0) = Now, as the Z j are independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables then the sum, Z = P j Z j ; follows a Binomial(L; ) distribution so we know that EfZg = L and varfZg = L (1 ? ).
We wish to nd out how many lines we might have expected in the analysis from Section 2 had the lines in the real data come from the model described above. Thus we choose the parameters in such a way as to mimic the previous analysis. Hence we take n = 16148 and with coincidences deemed to occur if lines are within 0.2 Hz of each other we take d = 0:2= f] = 23 where x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. The set fy 1 ; :::; y 32 g are the line frequencies found by TML. The last constant that we need to choose is . The probability of a peak being present at a given location is 1 ? ; so we take 1 ? = 108:33=n; since 108.33 was the mean of the number of peaks we found in the data analysis in the last section (i.e. mean of 109, 116 and 100) and we tested for lines at n positions. values we nd that = 0:271 so EfZg = 32 0:271 = 8:68 and varfZg = 6:32. Note that the mean obtained, 8.68, compares favourably with the average number of coincidences, 9, we obtained from the three Ulysses data sets. 95% of the probability of this approximate distribution of Z is contained within 4,14]. This suggests that the number of coincidences that we found in the last Section using the magnetic eld data (10, 8 and 9) is consistent with the number we might expect if the positions of the F-test peaks in our data were generated randomly over the frequency grid :
COINCIDENCES FROM PURELY CONTINUOUS SPECTRA
In Section 3 we demonstrated how F-test peaks uniformly generated on the frequency grid would be expected to have about 9 coincidences with the 32 spectral lines found in TML. In this Section we show that multiple F-testing, when applied to time series with a smooth (purely continuous) spectrum | having no true lines | can give rise to a number of peaks and coincidences consistent with that found in Sections 2 and 3.
We tted autoregressive models of orders 6 and 10, (AR(6) and AR(10)), to magnetic eld magnitude series (i) using the standard AR-tting package available in the statistical package S+. The two model ts de ne two spectral models, and these are plotted against the multitaper spectrum estimate of series (i), over our range of study, of 2.0,138.89] Hz, in Fig. 4 . The two model orders (6 and 10) were chosen to give smooth and slightly less smooth models for a purely continuous spectrum, with enough parameters to capture slow variations in the shape of the spectrum.
We then simulated 100 time series from each of these model processes, and applied exactly the same multitaper methodology as used in Section 2 to each of the generated datasets and tested for peaks in the F-statistic which coincided with the lines of TML. In Fig. 5 we display the multitaper spectral estimates of one of the simulated series for both the AR(6) and AR(10) processes; these can be compared with the multitaper estimate of actual series (i) in Fig. 4 . Of the 100 simulated series, 95 of them had a number of peaks between 88 and 125 for the AR(6) and 88 and 124 for the AR(10) process, consistent with the number of peaks, 109 for series (i), we found in Section 2. Fig. 6 gives the scaled histograms of the number of coincidences found using the 100 generated datasets for both autoregressive processes, overlain by the binomial distribution determined in Section 3. The mean number of coincidences for the AR(6) and AR(10) simulated processes was 10.6 and 10.7, respectively, again consistent with the 10 found for series (i). Similar results were obtained for series (ii) and (iii).
In Section 2, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, we could not reject the hypothesis that the F-test peaks found in the magnetic eld data for frequencies over 2 Hz were from a uniform distribution. Similarly, in these simulations we found that the positions of the F-test peaks for frequencies over 2 Hz deviated from uniformity, as determined by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic at the 95% signi cance level, in only 4 of each of the 100 analyses, (i.e., 4% of the time), for both AR processes. This is completely in keeping with the power of the test.
CONCLUSIONS
A large number of spurious F-test peaks, indicating possible spectral lines, can arise from spectrum analysis of a time series with a purely continuous spectrum above 2 Hz (having no actual pure periodicities), and of the same spectral shape as the Ulysses data. The number of spurious lines is about the same as obtained from analysis of the Ulysses data (about 110.) The number of these spurious lines coincident with the lines identi ed in TML (1995) , again agrees with the number obtained from analysis of the Ulysses data.
Hence, apart from the known solar rotation frequency and its harmonics, con ned to very low frequencies less than about 2 Hz, we cannot conclude that there is rm evidence for other spectral lines at higher frequencies up to the Nyquist of 138.89 Hz, since our analysis results could arise from a time series with a purely continuous spectrum above 2 Hz. Our analysis of the Ulysses magnetic eld magnitude data hence does not corroborate the conclusion of TML. Our analysis of other magnetic eld components, logarithms etc, are consistent with our results presented here. We conclude that mechanisms wholly unconnected with the existence of real physical spectral lines can produce essentially the same number of apparent lines, and frequencies coincident with TML, as found with our Ulysses data, and hence nd no rm evidence that g-modes can be detected in our sample of magnetic eld data. Thomson et al (1995) . at which spectral lines were tested for. 
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